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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
STATE OF UTAH,
BRIEF OF APPELLANT
APPELLANT
NOT IN CUSTODY

Plaintiff/Appellee,
v.
SUNNIRAE MCENTIRE,
Defendant/Appellant.

Case # 20050705-CA

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
This is an appeal from a Final Judgement and Commitment in the Eighth District Court,
Duchesne County, for conviction of one Second Degree Felony violation of Utah Code Ann.
§76-5-102, Aggravated Assault.
This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Rule 26 of the Utah Rules of
Criminal Procedure, Rule 3(a) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, and Utah Code 78-2a3(2).
STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED ON APPEAL
AND STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW
Did the trial court error first in denying the defendant's "theory of defense" requested jury
instruction and then submitting it in a modified form that changed the elements and burden of
proof? Second, did the trial Court err by limiting the defense attorney's cross-examination of
the victim as to crimes or other bad acts when it had relevance to his veracity?
Review of improper jury instructions is a question of law; thus, the Court of Appeals
generally grants no deference to trial court's decision on that issue, but reviews it for correctness.
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State v.Garcia. 18 P.3d 1123 (Utah App. 2001).
Decisions of limiting cross-examination or essentially the admissibility of evidence is
reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. State v. Levine. 101 P.3d 846 (Utah Ct. App.
2004).
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS. STATUTES. AND RULES
Any relevant text of constitutions, statutory provisions, or rules referenced in this brief
and pertinent to the issues now before the court on appeal are contained herein or attached to this
brief.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Ms. Sunni Rae McEntire was charged by way of Information on June 2, 2004 of two
counts of Aggravated Assault, one a Second Degree Felony and one a Third Degree Felony, both
a violation of §76-5-103 (1953 as amended), alleging that on May 31, 2004 Ms. McEntire
assaulted D.J. McEntire by pointing a gun at him and by actually assaulting Jason Grant by
shooting him and in doing so caused serious bodily injury. (Appellate Record, Docket Entry 2
(Hereafter referred to as "D").
Mr. Mark A. Besendorfer represented Ms. McEntire in the trial court. A preliminary
hearing was held on November 22, 2004 with D.J. McEntire, Mark Heath, Travis Mitchell, Jason
Grant, and Wade Butterfield testifying. The Court rejected the claims of Ms. McEntire of a
defense of habitation, told her to raise the claim at trial and bound the matter over for trial. (D.
55-57).
Trial was held on May 17 & 18, 2005 with a break in the trial proceedings held in
chambers on the record to review jury instructions. (D. 97) Ms. McEntire was convicted by the
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jury of the first count of Aggravated Assault, the Second Degree Felony for shooting Jason
Grant. The jury acquitted her of the Third Degree Felony Assault for pointing the gun at her
husband, D.J. McEntire. (D. 98, 131, 132).
The jury instructions were reviewed by the parties with Ms. McEntire objecting to
Instruction No. 17 as it was given to the jury in a modified form. (D. 118). And the instructions
were preserved as a part of the trial court record.
The trial court sentenced Ms. McEntire on August 1, 2005 to prison for an indeterminate
term of not less than one year nor more than fifteen years in the Utah State Prison. The Court
suspended the prison term and sentence Ms. McEntire to 120 days in the county jail, a $1250.00
fine, three years probation, and the order of restitution for $27,384.82. (D. 141).
Mr. Besendorfer filed a Notice of Appeal on August 1, 2005 in the trial court. (D. 170).
Mr. Besendorfer filed a Certificate of Probable Cause seeking to stay the imposition of the jail
sentence. (D. 172). Oral argument was held on August 15, 2005 in which the trial court stayed
the jail sentence pending the outcome of the appeal. (D. 184).
The formal Judgement and Commitment was filed by the Court on October 12, 2005 (D.
191). Mr. Besendorfer requested extensions of time to file the appeal brief from the original due
date (D. 188) to the date he withdrew and Appellate Counsel Julie George was assigned by the
Court, with extension requested by her and setting the current due date for October 16, 2006.
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
Sunni Rae McEntire testified that she had been married to D.J. McEntire for nine years
and has two children with him (Tr. 234). The marriage was good the first year and then after the
first year things got worse and D.J. became abusive causing her physical injuries that necessitated
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medical treatment on three occasions (Tr. 235-236). D.J. cut the phone cord on one incident and
the police were called when a neighbor witnesses the abuse through a window (Tr. 236). D.J.
then went on Prozac and his moods were balanced out and he was better. The couple had a
second child and the marriage was going very well up until the spring before the shooting
occurred. At that time D.J. obtained a new job, Sunni became ill and injured her arm and the
pressures of the family got to him (Tr. 235-237). D.J. started using methamphetamine and
became a different person-he was physically and verbally abusive to Sunni (Tr. 238). D.J. was
not sleeping and had become very paranoid in the weeks leading up the shooting (Tr. 238-239).
A few days prior to the shooting Sunni had actually used Methamphetamine with D.J. at the
house (Tr. 250).
Sunni had known Ryan Grant since she was a child. Ryan's mother had done her hair
since she was a little girl, Ryan had been to Sunni's birthday parties and the families knew each
other (Tr. 240). Ryan had been working for Sunni's family at their ranch and Sunni also worked
for her family. Sunni began talking to Ryan about her marriage problems and eventually she and
Ryan began a sexual relationship or affair (Tr. 241). Sunni told D.J. that she was having feelings
for Ryan but denied that she was having a sexual relationship with him (Tr. 241). D.J. did not
believe there was no relationship between the two and he kept asking Sunni if she was having a
sexual relationship with Ryan and she continually denied it (Tr. 242).
The Memorial Day weekend Sunni's mother had the two children in Salt Lake City and
Sunni and D.J. were going to the cabin for a party. The cabin was in an isolated area of the
Yellowstone Drainage area and about an hour or hour and a half drive from town. Although at
times the family could drive there in 45 minutes. Sunni and D.J. had a fight because Sunni
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wanted D.J. to sleep as he had been up non-stop for days, and to quit using drugs so that he
would not act out in front of her friends (Tr. 242). They began to argue and Sunni ran out and
tried to get into the car. D.J. took her keys and blocked her way. Sunni took off walking down
the road and D.J. was following her trying to get her to get into the car with him. Jesse Knight
pulled up at that time and Sunni got into his truck (Tr. 243). Jesse, another childhood friend of
Sunni's, drove Sunni up to the cabin and stayed there with her (Tr. 245). D.J. kept calling the
cabin and Jesse was worried about Sunni's safety so he stayed to make sure she was alright (Tr.
245).
Ryan Grant had been at the house with D.J. and knew that Sunni had gone up to the cabin
and he drove up (Tr. 246). Sunni testified that she stayed asleep and when she woke up Ryan was
there and Jesse was gone (Tr. 248). She testified that she never left to go to the store and that
Jesse was already gone when she got up (Tr. 248). During the time up there Ryan and Sunni
went for a walk and smoked pot while by a pond (Tr. 249).
Throughout the day Sunni talked to D.J. on the phone and D.J. found out that Ryan was at
the cabin with Sunni (Tr. 252-253). D.J. threatened to kill Sunni and Ryan. He told her he knew
Ryan had a .22 caliber gun with him and that D.J. would bring a bigger one up to the cabin (Tr.
253).
Sunni became scared because in all the prior domestic violence with D.J., he had never
threatened to kill her and this time he seemed "crazy" to her (Tr. 253). He told her he was
coming up to the cabin (Tr. 254). Sunni called her mother and finally told her all the problems
she was having. Sunni found out that her mother had returned the two children to D.J. Sunni
told her mother to go get the kids from D.J. due to his behavior and to watch him. She told her
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mother to call Sunni at the cabin if D.J. really did get a vehicle and left to come up to the cabin
(Tr. 256). Sunni believed that if D.J. did find a ride that her mother would call her first and let
her know that he was on his way. It was not until she saw lights that she realized a truck had
pulled up. Sunni ran to the door and locked it just as D.J. kicked it in with Sunni standing right
behind it (Tr. 256).
Ryan had told her earlier that day that if D.J. did show up not to worry that Ryan would
tell him to go home and sober up and he would turn him right around and make him leave (Tr.
257). However, when D.J. came in Ryan left and D.J. grabbed Sunni and was making her pack
her belongings to leave the cabin (Tr. 257).
As they went back into the living room D.J. looked at Ryan's gun sitting on the table and
Sunni observed D.J. looking at the weapon. Sunni grabbed the gun and ran with it (Tr. 258).
Sunni knew if D.J. took her out of the cabin she was going to be hurt (Tr. 261). Sunni grabbed
the gun and ran out the door by the pond (Tr. 263) her intentions were to run away but it was so
dark she could not see (Tr. 266). Sunni feared that D.J. would run after her as he had come so far
to get her (Tr. 266).
Sunni ran and then stopped-she could hear yelling and screaming and she crawled or
crouched up to where she could see through the window (Tr.. 267) where she observed D.J.
kicking someone and two people go down (Tr. 268). Sunni ran back to the cabin and she ran into
a barbed wire fence then she stopped on the stairs and fired a warning shot from the gun (Tr.
269). She could still hear furniture moving and voices that indicated a struggle was still going on
inside the cabin (Tr. 270). Sunni fired the warning shot believing people were being hurt in the
cabin and she was trying to get them to stop the attack. Sunni knew that D.J. had threatened to
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kill Ryan and she ran through the door and saw Ryan and Jason up against the wall with D.J.
standing next to them (Tr. 271). Sunni screamed leave him alone and Ryan yelled "shoot him"
and Sunni believing Ryan was in danger pointed the gun down so she would not hit Ryan and
fired the gun (Tr. 273). Sunni screamed, dropped the gun and D.J. grabbed it. Sunni thought he
was going to shoot her and she ran to the bathroom and was screaming to call the police (Tr. 272274). D.J. took Jason in Jason's truck— driving him to town and Sunni and Ryan followed in
Ryan's vehicle. They stopped by Altamont and DJ. asked Sunni for her uncle's telephone
number to see if the uncle would treat Jason rather than send him to the hospital so they did not
have to call the police (Tr. 275). Sunni had no cell phone but gave D.J. the telephone umber to
her uncle and they followed D.J. to Jason's wife's house (Tr. 275).
Sunni admitted to lying about her affair with Ryan to the police (Tr. 279) her drug usage
(Tr. 280) and that Ryan had yelled for her to shoot Jason (Tr. 282). Sunni testified that it was
Ryan who wanted her to keep quiet about his yelling at her to shoot his brother (Tr. 282) and that
she had no reason to hurt Jason as she had no issue with him (Tr. 283).
David Johnson McEntire, known as D.J., testified that he was Sunni Rae McEntire's
husband at the time of the shooting. They had been together nine years and were having martial
problems (Tr. 202). D.J. was bi-polar and had been off his medication. The last time he had been
off his medication he had been violent with Sunni and had been convicted of domestic violence,
cutting the phone cord and had been violent (Tr. 210-211). D.J. was off his medication at the
time of the shooting. He had been abusing methamphetamine, was acting violent, the police
were called several times (Tr. 211-213).
D.J. had been suspecting Sunni of having an affair with Ryan Grant (Tr. 213) and he
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became so angry when she refused to come home and work it out with him that he "got to the
point where I was calling her every name in the book and threatening her life and everything
else"(Tr.214). Although Sunni denied that Ryan was with her at the cabin, DJ. figured out that
she had lied and he was there (Tr. 214). DJ. admitted at trail that he threatened to kill Ryan and
he was so mad about the affair that if he had possessed a gun he would have killed Ryan (Tr.
215). D J. threatened Sunni and Ryan and threatened to kill them both when he got up there.
D J. called Jason Grant and had him drive up to Sunni's family cabin to see if Ryan was
there after D J. had called Sunni and threatened to kill Sunni and Ryan. (Tr.202). When D J. and
Jason arrived at the cabin, Jason stayed in the car and D J. without trying the door, knocking etc.,
just walked up, kicked the door in and went inside the cabin (Tr. 198). DJ. went to talk to Sunni
and she grabbed the gun and walked outside (Tr. 203). D J. testified that Sunni was afraid
because he had threatened to kill her and D J. told her to pick up the gun and hold it, "I said pick
up the gun, you have the gun, don't be scared any more, " (Tr. 204). D J. admitted at trial that
"As far as she knew I was either going to kill her or hurt her extremely bad. I told her that was
my intention," (Tr. 216). He had never threatened her like that before and the disputes had never
gone to that extreme before.
After Sunni grabbed the gun she ran out of the cabin and outside, meanwhile Jason came
in and began to fight with Ryan (Tr. 198-200). Sunni looked into the cabin through the window
and looked "extremely scared, frightened" (Tr. 201). As she came through the door and D J.
heard Ryan yell "shoot him, shoot him, shoot him" Sunni just reacted and shot (Tr. 201). When
Ryan screamed it "he sounded like he was being killed or something. I mean he screamed, shoot
him, shoot him, shoot him and she just reacted," (Tr. 204). Sunni shot the gun at Jason and then
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DJ. talked the gun out of her hand and she dropped it and ran into the bathroom, screaming and
crying (Tr. 201,219).
D.J. testified that Sunni had grown up with Jason and Ryan and were friends and she had
no reason to hurt them (Tr. 217). After Sunni locked herself in the bathroom, D.J. went and
picked up Jason and drove him to the hospital. D.J. had given a written statement to the police
after the shooting in which he stated that he had told Ryan to go get his gun from Sunni (Tr. 205)
and that after Sunni shot Jason she pointed the gun at D.J., shaking and yelling (Tr. 206-207).
Jason Grant testified that he talked to D.J. McEntire and DJ. needed a ride up to Sunni's
family's cabin to see what Ryan and Sunni were doing. Jason gave D J. a ride up to the cabin
and stated that his parents did not want him to go and told him to stay in the vehicle when they
got there (Tr. 174). When they got there Ryan came out and talked to Jason and then went
inside. After ten minutes or so Jason followed Ryan in to the cabin. Ryan was inside sitting on
the couch and D J. was going through everything in the cabin. Ryan and D J. were talking and
Jason became upset, "it ticked me off that Ryan was being a jerk about the whole thing," (Tr.
176). Jason and Ryan got into a verbal argument that escalated into a physical wrestling match
(Tr. 176) scratching each other and then quit and "were leaning close to the wall" when Sunni
came in, she did not hesitate, just shot (Tr. 179). Jason testified that neither he nor Ryan said
anything-Sunni just came in and shot him (Tr. 179).
Jason testified that he had a prior child abuse conviction where he accidentally broke his
infant child's leg when he was frustrated (Tr. 182) while trying to change his diaper. He took
parenting classes, anger management classes and some drug & alcohol classes. He is now off
probation and his parenting skills are better (Tr. 183), but it was years ago. When asked if he
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was facing the same type of charges now-child abuse charges-the Court ruled that the defense
could not cross-examine him about the new child abuse charges as it was a plea in abeyance -not
an actual conviction (Tr. 194-195).
On cross examination Jason admitted that his parents told him to stay in the vehicle
because they were worried that he and Ryan would fight (Tr. 186). Sunni had never watched
Ryan and Jason wrestle and someone watching would not know there were rules about it or what
their intentions were (Tr. 187). Jason denied knowing if Ryan yelled at Sunni telling her shoot
Jason (Tr. 188) despite the fact that his police interview was quoted to him where in the days
after the shooting Jason told police that "Ryan starts yelling shoot him, shoot him." (Tr. 188-89).
Jason testified at trial that if he said that he was just mad at Ryan and that D.J. had said it so
much that he said it to the police because he was mad at Ryan then (Tr. 190).
Ryan Grant testified that on May 31, 2004 he went to the cabin belonging to Sunni's
family, the Oberhansley cabin, to ride the fence line to see if Sunni's mother could move the
cattle to the property (Tr. 112). Ryan and Jason knew Sunni and had gone to school with her and
their families knew each other. Ryan testified that he arrived at midnight with his horse, truck,
and his pistol for protection due to riding in the wild (Tr. 113). Ryan's friend Jesse was there and
the next day he packed his belongings to go back to town and left Ryan and Sunni at the cabin.
That next night Ryan was on the couch, Sunni was cooking dinner and they heard a truck pull up
and Ryan thought it was his brother (Tr. 119-120). Then D.J. kicked the door in and Ryan
decided to leave and let Sunni and D.J. talk so he went outside and talked to his brother (Tr.
120). They heard a bang and found out later it was gun going off-Ryan ran inside and then he
and Jason got into a fight (Tr. 121). Ryan testified that Jason was "a little disappointed in me
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and we had a disagreement. He seemed to think that I was guilty of something that I didn't do,"
(Tr. 121) meaning the affair with Sunni. The two brothers began to wrestle-with no hitting—
when D.J. came in and "he was trying to stop the fight actually," (Tr. 123). Sunni came in and
everybody was screaming and the gun went off and Jason fell. Jason had been shot in the hip and
he did not want to go to the hospital because his wife was a nurse so he declined the offers to go
to the hospital, (Tr. 125). They all drove to town to get Jason's wife to look at the wound or call
Sunni's uncle, a doctor, that could treat the wound. The uncle who is a doctor told them he
would have nothing to do with it and to go to the hospital for an x-ray. After Jason's wife found
out he had been shot and Ryan was certain that she would whoop him for Jason being shot, Ryan
and Sunni left and went back to the cabin and D.J. and Jason went to the hospital (Tr. 124-126).
Ryan testified at trial that he was not hurt by Jason, that they were only wrestling on the
floor of the cabin and that if Sunni heard someone say "shoot" it was just because of all the
screaming and that all went quiet at the same time and all Sunni heard was "shoot" (Tr 130).
On cross-examination it came out that Ryan was actually charged with aggravated assault
for his role in what happened that night. Ryan plead guilty with a plea in abeyance to the same
charges that Sunni was on trial for-a second degree felony-and his charges would be dismissed if
he did what he was supposed to do. That included testifying at trial against Sunni (Tr. 133-136).
Jason worked out the plea agreement with the police for Ryan (Tr. 136). Ryan's father got so
angry with Ryan for yelling "shoot him, shoot him" to Sunni and getting Jason shot that the
father hit Ryan (Tr. 136). Ryan tried to explain to the father that when he said shoot him, shoot
him-he meant Sunni should shoot D.J. not Jason (Tr. 137).
Ryan told the police right after the shooting that Sunni wanted to call the police right after
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it happened (Tr. 138). In the interview that he gave police at the time his brother worked out his
plea in abeyance for Ryan to testify at trial against Sunni (and to get his second degree felony to a
plea in abeyance) Ryan told the officers that Sunni did not want to call the police at all and to
avoid that she wanted them to call her uncle (Tr. 138-139). In fact, Ryan testified that Detective
Boren actually went over Ryan's original police statement given right after the shooting and
asked "me to see if my testimony changed," and then re-interviewed him on tape about what had
changed for the second police report (Tr. 140). It is in the second interview that Ryan denied
yelling at Sunni to shoot Jason, denied Sunni wanted to call the police and the men talked her out
of it, denied he and Jason were fighting etc. Moreover, Ryan never mentioned a blanket covering
the window in the first statement but in the second interview months later stated a blanket
covered the window (Tr. 140-143).
Additionally, defense counsel brought out that although Ryan stated his drug usage was in
the past-he had recently used. The Court limited the cross-examination about the usage (Tr.
147).
Duchesne County Deputy Sheriff Wade Butterfield was on night patrol at approximately
3:00 a.m. in the east area of the County on May 31 to June 1, 2004 when he received a call that
the hospital was treating a gunshot wound on a patient (Transcript of Trial, Volume I, Docket
No. 198, Page 91 (hereafter referred to as Tr.91)). Deputy Butterfield arrived at the hospital and
met with the victim, Jason Grant, (Tr.92) and observed that he had been shot with a .22 caliber
slug and the fragments of the bullet were in his pelvic area (Tr.93-95).
Ryan told Deputy Butterfield that he (Ryan) had been having an affair with Sunni
McEntire (Tr. 319) and Sunni told the deputy that she was afraid of her husband. During cross-
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examination of the two brothers, Ryan and Jason, they testified they were not afraid of each other
and that neither was afraid of D.J. Furthermore, D.J. testified that he was not afraid of either of
the brothers. Sunni maintained throughout the trial that she was very afraid of D.J. and was
afraid that he would harm Ryan.
Sunni testified that after she ran from the cabin she ran back to it in fear that Ryan was
being injured and she was trying to stop the attack. Additionally, the cabin is very isolated,
indeed, Detective Mark Heath testified that the cabin is about a one hour drive from Duchesne
and the road in only partially paved with the one mile stretch of drive way into the cabin rugged
with rocks, like a stream bed (Tr. 108).
After leaving the hospital, where Jason was being treated for the wound, Detective Heath
and Deputy Mitchell went to the scene of the shooting at the Oberhansley cabin in the
Yellowstone Range to investigate (Tr. 96). At the cabin the officers found Sunni McEntire and
Ryan Grant. Sunni gave him the .22 caliber hand gun that Sunni and Ryan identified as the gun
that belonged to Ryan— and the same gun that Sunni fired that night hitting Jason (Tr. 97-98,
101).
The jury convicted Sunni Rae McEntire of Aggravated Assault for shooting Jason in the
hip with the .22 caliber gun that night in the cabin, the charge in Count I of the Information (Tr.
417).
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The trial court erred when it refused to give the Defense of Habitation Jury Instruction
(17) to the jury as written by the defense attorney. Mr. Besendorfer wrote his jury instruction
directly from the statutory language. The Prosecution objected, the Court did not feel it applied
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at all but agreed to give it only in a modified form. The instruction was modified to add in
language that is not in the statue, specifically the passage of time from the initial break-in to the
shooting and the fact that Sunni chose to re-enter the dwelling after she initially fled. The newly
modified instruction did not give the jury guidance on how to assess the additional factors. The
instruction was confusing and misleading to the jury. However, the Court made clear that
without the amendments it would not allow the instruction at all even though it was the crux of
the defense theory. Ms. McEntire asserts on appeal that the modified instruction violates her
right to due process of law under both the state and federal constitution and that the Court
committed reversible error in failing to give the instruction as drafted from the statute.
Ms. McEntire also asserts that the Court erred when it denied her trial attorney's line of
questioning of Jason Grant regrading his plea in abeyance agreement in a pending but
undisclosed felony child abuse case. On cross examination many conflicting statements were
made by all parties and veracity was a key issue. The victim was testifying there was no fighting,
no danger and Ryan did not yell for Sunni to shoot Jason. The truthfulness or veracity of the
victim was at issue. When the victim essentially provided that he was no longer abusive due to
his parenting classes, his recent child abuse charge was an issue. The State had offered a plea in
abeyance but failed to disclose the victim's prior felony abeyance agreement despite a discovery
request. The Court limited the cross-examination of the victim about his plea offer and the
abeyance on the ground that it was not a conviction despite the objection of defense counsel that
it was relevant to his favorable treatment and credibility in this case. Without the ability to
question the victim further on the terms of his plea agreement, his favorable treatment and his
purported dishonesty about his criminal behavior the defense was limited in its ability to question
his veracity in front of the jury.
14

ARGUMENT
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO GIVE THE THEORY OF DEFENSE
INSTRUCTION TO THE JURY UNLESS IT WAS MODIFIED TO INCLUDE FACTORS
NOT INCLUDED IN THE STATUTE.
The trial court erred in its ruling that the only way the defense was entitled to its theory of
defense instruction was to modify it by adding in elements not included in the statute. The
instruction as given states:
INSTRUCTION NO. 17
You are instructed that a person is justified in threatening or using deadly force against
another when and to the extent that he or she reasonably believes that such force is necessary to
prevent or terminate another's unlawful entry into or attack upon his or her habitation; however,
he or she is justified in the use of deadly force which is intended or likely to cause death or
serious bodily injury only if:
a. the entry is made or attempted in a violent and tumultuous manner, surreptitious or by stealth,
and he or she reasonably believes that the entry is attempted or made for the purpose of
assaulting or offering personal violence to any person, dwelling, or being in the habitation and
he or she reasonably believes that the force is necessary to prevent the assault or offer of personal
violence; or
b. he or she reasonably believes that the entry is made or attempted for the purpose of committing
a felony in the habitation and that the force is necessary to prevent the commission of a felony.
The person using for or deadly force in defense of habitation is presumed for the purpose
of both civil and criminal cases to have acted reasonably, and had a reasonable fear of imminent
peril or death or serious bodily injury if the entry or attempted entry is unlawful and is made or
attempted by use of force, or in a violent and tumultuous manner, or surreptitiously or by stealth,
or for the purpose of committing a felony.
You may consider, but ate not limited to the following factors in the above:
1. Length of time between the entry and the shooting.
2. The fact that the DEFENDANT left the cabin and chose to return.

The statute itself provides:
76-2-405. Force in defense of habitation.
(1) A person is justified in using force against another when and to the extent that he
reasonably believes that the force is necessary to prevent or terminate the other's unlawful entry
into or attack upon his habitation; however, he is justified in the use of force which is intended or
likely to cause death or serious bodily injury only if:
(a) the entry is made or attempted in a violent and tumultuous manner, surreptitiously, or by
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stealth, and he reasonably believes that the entry is attempted or made for the purpose of
assaulting or offering personal violence to any person, dwelling, or being in the habitation and he
reasonably believes that the force is necessary to prevent the assault or offer of personal violence;
or
(b) he reasonably believes that the entry is made or attempted for the purpose of committing a
felony in the habitation and that the force is necessary to prevent the commission of the felony.
(2) The person using force or deadly force in defense of habitation is presumed for the
purpose of both civil and criminal cases to have acted reasonably and had a reasonable fear of
imminent peril of death or serious bodily injury if the entry or attempted entry is unlawful and is
made or attempted by use of force, or in a violent and tumultuous manner, or surreptitiously or by
stealth, or for the purpose of committing a felony.
Amended by Chapter 252, 1985 General Session

In support of his argument to the Court that the instruction should be given as written by
Mr. Besendorfer, he cited a recent unpublished opinion, that parties, "are entitled to a
presentation of the case to the jury under instructions that clearly, concisely and accurately state
the issues and the law applicable thereto..." Salt Lake City v. Hendricks, Case No. 20001006-CA,
February 14, 2002.
Here, it is argued that Sunni McEntire is entitled to give her theory of defense to the jury
by way of instruction that is clear and accurate. The trial was not a lengthy one, but included
several witnesses and the sole theory of the defense was that Sunni McEntire was justified in her
shooting of Jason Grant as she was protecting Ryan and her cabin after the forced entry for
unlawful purposes. The evidence provided that Sunni was at her cabin in an isolated area of
Duchesne County in the Yellowstone Drainage area (D. 6) with no other homes or businesses
around the area. Furthermore, Sunni had been threatened by her husband, D.J. who told her he
would kill her and her lover, Ryan Grant if she did not come home. D.J.'s entrance into the
home was violent, i.e., kicking in the door. Sunni and her Ryan were inside the cabin together.
D.J. grabbed Sunni and after walking through the cabin he noticed the gun was on the table and
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Sunni grabbed it. Sunni was so afraid of D.J. that she ran into the dark isolated area to escape
her husband. D.J. had a long history of abusing her and she knew that the affair would cause him
to hurt her. He was high, had been high for days and without sleep for some time. He was acting
crazy and now he had caught her and Ryan together at the cabin. Sunni tried to run away but had
no keys, no light and was at least an hour drive from town. When she looked into the window
and saw the fight and two men go down she ran back. She fired a warning shot but the fight
continued. As she ran into the cabin Ryan was up against the wall and he screamed "shoot him,
shoot him."
Based on these facts the defense wanted the jury to have an accurate and applicable
instruction that summed up the defense theory-defense of habitation. The Court refused to give
the instruction unless it was modified. So, over the objections of counsel the instruction was
modified. Either Mr. Besendorfer gave the modified instruction to the jury or none at all-on that
basis he agreed to the modified instruction but preserved his objection. (D. 180). The jury
instruction discussions were held off the record in chambers, however, the trial attorney filed a
Motion to Stay the Imposition of the Sentence using as a basis, "Defendant's proposed
instruction was copied verbatim from the code. During the instruction conference in chambers
Plaintiffs counsel objected to the instruction, and after much discussion, the court indicated that
it would not give the instruction at all unless language was added to allow the jury to consider
other factors not in the code, including the passage of time from the initial break-in and the fact
that she chose to re-enter the cabin. The instruction as given did not give the jury any guidance
as to how to access the factors. Although counsel acceded to the language, it was only after the
court made it clear that without the language, the instruction would not be given at all." (D. 180).
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The Court did go on the record in chambers to indicate that it had spent a lot of time with
counsel crafting a defense of habitation instruction. The Court did not feel "like it applied or was
too strong, so we added some modifying language and the Court decided to give it as crafted."
(Tr. 344).
The sole basis of the objection of defense counsel was that by the trial Court adding in the
language to instruction as given, it added in language not contemplated by the statute and
changed the elements of the defense and therefore the burden of proof.
As the statute provides the following elements must be found in order to have the defense
negate the act of deadly force: l)the entry is made or attempted in a violent and tumultuous
manner, 2) the person defending the home reasonably believes that the entry is made or
attempted for the purpose of committing a felony in the habitation and that the force is necessary
to prevent the commission of the felony. Although the Court gave the instruction that followed
the statute, the Court added in the following to its instruction:

You may consider, but are

not limited to the following factors in the above:
1. Length of time between the entry and the shooting.
2. The fact that the DEFENDANT left the cabin and chose to return.
Defense counsel's objection is that the additional two factors that the trial Court added
change the statute. Although the language was objected to by defense counsel, in the event the
State on appeal believes the objection was not preserved on the record or was insufficient,
appellate counsel asserts that the trial Court's action of adding in the language was plain error.
This Court has set forth in State v. Garcia 18 P.3d 1123 (Utah Ct. App. 2001), "To
demonstrate plain error, [Garcia] must show an error occurred that should have been obvious to
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the trial court and that prejudiced the outcome of his trial." State v. Litherland, 2000 UT 76/pi,
12 P.3d 92 (citing State v. Dunn, 850 P.2d 1201, 1208 (Utah 1993)).
Here, the Court modified the instruction that was presented by defense counsel and
indeed, discussed that it did not think it applied but would give it with modifications (Tr. 344).
The modification factors of time between the entry and the shooting and choosing to return to the
dwelling were added. Although defense counsel objected to them, he would not get the
instruction otherwise so the instruction as modified was given. Sunni was convicted and the
record indicated that there was sufficient evidence to support her defense theory-forced entry, a
threat of death, a struggle and the shot as called for by Ryan. Sunni asserts that without the
limiting factors on her jury instruction she have most likely been acquitted of the shooting as an
aggravated assault.
As stated in Garcia, to show that the trial Court's error was obvious, Ms. McEntire must
show that the law regarding the issue was clear at the time of trial. See Garcia, quoting State v.
Ross, 951 P.2d 236, 239 (Utah Ct. App. 1997) (stating, "error is not plain where there was no
settled appellate law to guide the trial court"). "Utah law was settled prior to Garcia's trial: Torres
held that failure to adequately instruct the jury "concerning the burden of proof as to
self-defense," is reversible error and requires a new trial. Torres, 619 P.2d at 696. Knoll
"explicitly and firmly emphasized]" that it was not altering "the long-standing law of this State
concerning the procedural principles that govern when and how the issue of self-defense is
properly raised and the allocating of the burden of persuasion with respect to that issue" that was
stated in Torres. Knoll, 712 P.2d at 214. No subsequent case has altered the holdings in Torres
and Knoll.(5) Thus, failure to adequately instruct a jury about the burden of proof of self-defense
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is obvious error." Garcia.
In State v. Dunn, 850 P.2d 1201, 1208 (Utah 1993), the State Supreme Court set forth
that the defendant must also show that there is a likelihood of a different result absent the error.
Here, the contested issues were the fact that D.J. kicked the door in and entered the cabin by
force. He grabbed Sunni by the arm and was making her pack her belongings to leave. D.J.
suspected Sunni of having an affair with Ryan. Ryan was being confronted about the affair by
Jason-the person wh had brought D.J. to the cabin. Ryan and Jason began to fight or "wrestle"
about the time that Sunni observed D.J. staring at Ryan's gun on the table. D.J. had threatened to
kill both Sunni and Ryan and admitted it at trial. Sunni grabbed the gun to get it away from D.J.
and ran before he could hurt her.
Outside the area was very dark and isolated. Sunni had no light, no car keys no way to
get to town that was an hour drive away from the cabin. She had no cell phone and the only land
line was in the cabin. When she heard the screaming and fighting she looked up and saw men
fighting. She believed that D.J. was hurting Ryan. Only then did she re-enter the cabin-her
habitation-fire a warning shot and then observed Ryan up against the wall screaming "shoot him,
shoot him." The sole issue here was if Sunni had a defense of her habitation and of Ryan in
firing the shot at Jason. The limiting jury instruction adding in elements of re-entering the cabin
and the time gap clearly affected the defense theory. Sunni's testimony was corroborated by D.J.
and by the police reports of the initial interviews of Ryan and Jason.
Because the jury instruction of defense of habitation did not adequately address the
burden of proof with timing and re-entry the jury could have inferred that the burden of proof. ..
was on Sunni or that it required something less than-by disproving the defense of habitation—
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beyond a reasonable doubt. Because of this possible inference of the jury it is likely that the
conviction is erroneous. Sunni asserts that had the burden of proof of defense of habitation been
adequately explained to the jury, it is reasonably likely that the jury could have deliberated with a
reasonable doubt as to whether Sunni's shot at Jason was a defense of habitation and therefore
her trial would have ended in an acquittal. Essentially, there is a reasonable likelihood of a more
favorable outcome-acquittal-if the proper instruction had been given. Under the doctrine of
plain error Sunni McEntire has established the factors necessary for this Court to review the
erroneous jury instruction.
Therefore, whether the objection was properly preserved in the record or if it was not
clearly preserved enough to satisfy this Court that it was objected by defense counsel, under the
plain error doctrine, the issue is properly before this Court to determine if the additional two
factors added into the jury instruction have "deprived the defense of its presentation of the case to
the jury under instructions that clearly, concisely and accurately state the issues and the law
applicable thereto." Hendricks.
Sunni McEntire asserts that this Court should reverse her conviction on the basis that the
trial Court did not make clear to the jury with the instruction the concise and accurate issues of
her alleged crime and it confused the jury as to the applicable law and the burden of proof.
The jury may well have believed that when Sunni first ran from the cabin with the gun
that she abandoned her claim to the defense of habitation-although the statute does not define
such an element. Furthermore, the jury may have determined that if the shooting occurred
several minutes after the forced entry the defense is imperfect. Adding on the two additional
elements may make the jury believe that the burden of proof has shifted to the defense.
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The trial Court discussed the quantum of evidence necessary for the defense to be able to
put on the instruction in the first place (Tr. 230-233) finding that it had been met. The Court
gave the modified instruction even though it believed that without its modifications the
instruction did not apply (Tr. 344). However, it added on the two factors, listed above, that
essentially changed the burden of proof. Sunni McEntire asserts that the modified instruction so
changed the burden of proof and confused the jury as to the elements of her defense of habitation
that it caused reversible error.
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN LIMITING THE DEFENSE CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
THE VICTIM REGARDING HIS FAVORABLE TREATMENT BY THE STATE AND THE
TERMS OF HIS CHILD ABUSE PLEA IN ABEYANCE AGREEMENT.
The defense submitted a Discovery Request to the state (D. 80-82) on May 6, 2005. The
State responded on May 10, 2005 (D. 83) stating that the Request had been answered. At trial for
the first time the defense learned that the victim had been charged with felony child abuse and as
element of the resolution on this case, and that rather than going to trial, the State had offered
him a plea in abeyance.
The Court prevented the defense from cross-examining the victim, Jason Grant, about his
latest child-abuse conviction (Tr. 192-194). Mr. Besendorfer asserted at trial that the plea in
abeyance was still a conviction and that Mr. Grant's statements that he had changed were
untruthful. The trial Court disagreed and limited any more cross-examination of Mr. Jason Grant
regarding his plea in abeyance (Tr. 194) On appeal Sunni McEntire asserts that the trial Court
erred when it limited her trial attorney's cross-examination of Mr. Jason Grant on the basis that
the plea in abeyance was not a conviction.
Utah Code §58-37-2 provides the definition of conviction is: (h) "Conviction" means a
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determination of guilt by verdict, whether jury or bench, or plea, whether guilty or no contest, for
any offense proscribed by Title 58,(et. seq.), or for any offense under the laws of the United
States and any other state which, if committed in this state, would be an offense under Title 58,
(et. Seq.).
In State v. Levine, 101 P.3d 846 (Utah Ct. App. 2004) this Court stated that in crossexamining a defendant, "Evidence of a prior conviction for a crime punishable in excess of one
year is admissible under Rule 609 of the Utah Rules of Evidence "if the court determines that the
probative value of admitting this evidence outweighs it prejudicial effect to the [*20] accused."
Utah R. Evid. 609(a)(1). Rule 403 also applies to exclude evidence "if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading
the jury." As mentioned above, we review the trial court's ruling on these evidentiary matters
only for abuse of discretion

Similarly, when a defendant seeks to mischaracterise a prior

conviction, the court does not abuse its discretion in allowing the State to use prior conviction
evidence "to directly contradict the defendant's previous inaccurate testimony." (Quotations
Omitted).
Here, the impeachment as to credibility was not to the defendant-but to a witness-which
counsel asserts should be given more latitude than cross-examination of the defendant. In this
case it was the state's key witness, victim Jason Grant, who testified that although he had been
convicted of child abuse he had taken parenting classes and no longer had an issues of that
nature. Jason Grant failed to mention that he had been charged, and resolved by way of a plea in
abeyance, a recent child abuse charge. Such an omission and impeachment of his credibility was
important for the defense to use to have the jury question his veracity. Jason Grant had changed
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his story from the first interview with police to the last and at trial. Additionally, he was now
asserting that he had not been fighting with Ryan, had not attacked anyone and that there was no
reason to fire the gun. Jason Grant was testifying that essentially there was no assault and that
there was no danger to Ryan or anyone in the cabin. Jason Grant's perception of what was
assaultive or abusive behavior was in question-as well as his honesty. By limiting the defenses'
ability to effectively cross examine Jason Grant the trial Court erred.
Sunni McEntire asserted at trial and now on appeal that Jason Grant's plea in abeyance to
child abuse was relevant and probative evidence as to his definition of assault or abuse and as to
his ability to tell the truth. Trial counsel Mr. Besendorfer should have been allowed to continue
with his line of questioning as to the witness's criminal conduct.
CONCLUSION
Ms. McEntire respectfully requests that this Court rule that the trial court committed
reversible error in failing to give jury instruction proposed by the defense and in limiting defense
counsel's cross examination of the victim. Sunni Rae McEntire requests that this Court reverse
her conviction and remand the case for a new trial.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

(/] day of Qr~td&/lt
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2006.
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IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
DUCHESNE COUNTY, DUCHESNE DEPARTMENT
—oooOooo—
STATE OF UTAH,

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Plaintiff,
Criminal No. 041800072

vs.

Judge John R. Anderson
S U N N I R A E McENTIRE,
Defendant.
—oooOooo—
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT - A SECOND DEGREE FELONY
The above-entitled cases came before the Court for Sentencing on Monday, August 1,
2005, the Honorable Judge John R. Anderson presiding. The defendant was present and was
represented by her attorney, Mark A. Besendorfer. The State of Utah was represented b y Karen
Allen, Duchesne County Attorney. The victim, Jason Grant, was also present.
The Court received and reviewed the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report that had been
prepared b y Adult Probation and Parole. Statements were made by counsel for the parties, the
defendant, and the victim, Jason Grant.
N O W THEREFORE, based upon the file and record herein, it is hereby ORDERED,
ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
That the defendant has been convicted by a Jury of the offense of Aggravated Assault, a

Second Degree Felony, in violation of Section 76-5-103 UCA (1953) as amended.
That for the offense of Aggravated Assault, a Second Degree Felony, it is hereby
ordered that the defendant is sentenced to serve an indeterminate term of less than one (1) year
nor more than fifteen (15) years in the Utah State Prison and to pay a fine in the sum of $ 1,250.
The foregoing prison sentence is suspended and the defendant is placed on supervised probation
for three (3) years upon the following terms and conditions:
1. The defendant shall serve 120 days in the Duchesne County Jail, with no good time.
The defendant shall report to the jail no later than Wednesday, August 3, 2005, at 12:00 noon.
2. The defendant shall obtain a substance abuse evaluation and successfully complete any
treatment recommended by the evaluation.
3. The defendant shall be subject to any curfew imposed by Adult Probation and Parole.
4. The defendant shall not possess or consume alcohol or be where alcohol is being
possessed or consumed.
5. The defendant shall pay a fine in the sum of $1,250 as directed by Adult Probation and
Parole.
6. The defendant shall pay restitution to the victim, Jason Grant, in the tentative amount of
$27,384.82. The amount of restitution shall be determined after defense counsel has an
opportunity to respond to the Restitution Determination filed by the State.
7. The defendant shall carry with her at all times the offender identification card provided
to her by Adult Probation and Parole and present the identification card to any law enforcement
officer with whom she comes in contact when they ask for a driver's license or identification.
8. The defendant shall maintain full-time employment of at least 32 hours per week, or be
enrolled in school full time, or a combination of both. If the defendant is not employed full time or

enrolled in school full time, or a combination, she may be required to perform community service
up to four (4) hours per day, Monday through Friday, at the direction of Adult Probation and
Parole.
9. The defendant shall not violate any laws. *
10. The defendant shall keep this Court and her probation officer informed of her current
address at all times and report to the Court whenever she is requested to do so.
11. The defendant shall sign the standard agreement with Adult Probation and Parole and
strictly abide by the terms and conditions of the agreement.
12. The defendant shall submit to random drug testing at the discretion of Adult Probation
and Parole.
At a telephone conference with the parties on August 3, 2005, the Court stayed the jail
sentence imposed herein for 15 days. Oral arguments will be heard on August 15,2005.
DATED this

if

day o £ A » p § , 2005.

)ERSON
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
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Mark A. Besendorfer
Attorney for Defendant
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EIGHTH DISTRICT COURT, DUCHESNE DEPARTMENT
DUCHESNE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

STATE OF UTAH,
Plaintiff

NOTICE OF APPEAL

vs.
SUNNIMCENTIRE

Case No. 041800072
Judge Anderson

Defendant

Defendant, by and through her attorney, Mark A. Besendorfer, hereby gives notice of her
appeal to the Utah Court of Appeals of the conviction and sentence entered on the 1st day of
August, 2005.
DATED this ( f l d a y of.

At*foy

STATE OF UTAH
1
County of Duchesne J
I, Joanne McKee, Clerk of the District Court
hereby certify that the above and foregoing
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day of
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A.D. 2605
Deputy
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Utah Court of Appeals
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Re:

State of Utah
vs
Sunni McEntire
District Court Criminal No. 0 4 1 8 0 0 0 7 2

NOTICE OF APPEAL
Attached is a certified copy of the Notice of Appeal which has been filed
with the Eighth District Court, Duchesne Department August 1 , 2 0 0 5 , by Mark A.
Besendorfer, counsel for appellant, whose address is 9 4 2 East 7 1 4 5 South # A - 1 0 2
Midvale, Utah 8 4 0 4 7 . Defendant is appealing the conviction (Jury Trial 5-18-2005)
and sentence entered on 8-1-2005. Request for Transcript has not been submitted
at this time. Formal Judgment and Commitment has not been filed at this time.
If further information is needed please give me a call.

Sincerely,

Pat Mullins
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